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• Why was no effort made to reach out to Brook Road residents and 

businesses and solicit their opinions on this project?  Many believe that 

there has been little or no information about the bike lanes communicated 

to them. 

• How will the parking of service vehicles along Brook Road be 

accommodated?  E.g. landscaping companies, home improvement/repair 

contractors, cable TV, package delivery, etc.  Many of these contractors 

need to offload their equipment. 

• Much of Brook Road is front door pickup for trash and recycling.  How will 

refuse collection vehicles be accommodated? 

• Bike lanes will disrupt snow removal, leaf collection and median 

maintenance.  Currently the City places cones around the medians while 

maintaining them.  How will this work with only one motor vehicle lane?  

How often will bike lanes be maintained? 

• Access to emergency services will be hindered and delayed.  Won’t it be 
more challenging for emergency vehicles to maneuver, with longer 
response times?   

• What will be the impact of 300 new homes at the new Canopy 
development on the Westwood Tract?  How many more cars will there be 
and how will the additional traffic be addressed?  Where will visitors to the 
Canopy be able to park? 

• There are only two ways to get in and out of the Canopy, and the turn lanes 

are too small.  Traffic exiting from the Canopy is forced south one way onto 

Brook Road, requiring traffic going north to make a U-Turn.  How can 

additional congestion and delays be avoided? 

• Increased traffic will lead to more side street cut-throughs in Sherwood 
Park and other neighborhoods, creating additional public safety concerns. 
Rennie Avenue will definitely become a cut-through to Brookland Parkway 
and beyond. 



• Side street traffic signals are not timed very well, creating the potential for 
more backups.  What happens to traffic and safety concerns on these side 
streets?  How can major disruptions be avoided? 

• Westwood Avenue will become even more congested during Veritas School 
drop-off and pick-up times.  There are currently 600 students at the school 
and more on the way. How can traffic and safety concerns be addressed in 
this area? 

• The previous Westwood Tract traffic study was not credible for any number 

of reasons.  Why won’t the City administration conduct another one? 

• There are future land use concerns that were not anticipated by the 
previous traffic study.  What if an additional 600-900 homes are built on 
the Westwood Tract? How will even more serious congestion be avoided?  

• How will Brook Road bike lanes be different from Franklin Street?  How 

wide will the parking and travel lanes be?  Won’t there be similar parking 

and congestion issues?  Won’t drivers experience similar blind spots making 

turns across the floating parking lane?  Won’t emergency vehicles need to 

make 3-point turns like they do on Franklin Street? 

• Will pylons like the ones on Franklin Street be used to separate bike lanes 

from motor vehicle lanes?  How will they be maintained and protected 

from snow plows?  The bike lanes are not wide enough to accommodate 

emergency vehicles that go through the pylons. 

• Many cyclists on Franklin Street use the motor vehicle lane instead of the 

bike lane.  Will the same thing be allowed on Brook Road?  Won’t this add 

to traffic congestion? 

• No consistency in the marking of bike lanes adds to the confusion.  

Brookland Parkway, Leigh Street and Franklin Street are all different.  Will 

Brook Road be different also? 

• There are safety concerns at Chamberlayne Industrial Center (CIC) south of 
Lombardy due to all-day truck and tractor/trailer traffic.  The large volume 
of vehicles along the corridor makes it hazardous for trucks and bikes.  The 
heaviest truck times are morning and afternoon drive times, when cyclists 
are commuting.  Visibility is often impaired, creating even more danger to 
cyclists.  There is a need for a current traffic study in the CIC. 

• Elimination of CIC parking will create hardship on businesses and residents 
in this M-1 Zoning District.  Businesses are allotted a certain number of 
spaces on the street as part of their required parking.  Reduction of lanes 



and elimination of spaces will create a disruption while violating the Zoning 
Code. 

• The CIC needs infrastructure like ramps and road improvements with better 
interstate access pursuant to the VUU/Chamberlayne Master Plan adopted 
in 2015.  Currently many trucks and tractor/trailers have to make U-Turns 
to get on the interstate.  If U-Turns are impossible, this truck traffic will be 
diverted to surrounding neighborhoods.  Bike lanes are not a priority in this 
Master Plan, will restrict efficient truck transit, and will be hazardous in 
these areas. 

• Frequent Brook Road flooding creates additional dangers to all vehicles that 
will be exacerbated by motor vehicle lane reduction.  Flooding near the CSX 
tracks often results in hydroplaning.  A reduction in lane space would add 
to these dangers. 

• Railroad tracks at the intersection with School Street are currently 
hazardous to vehicles and bikes.  How will this be remediated with even 
more bike and car traffic? 

• The CSX railroad track adjacent to the Police Stables will force bikes to 
detour to the busy intersection with Chamberlayne Avenue.  Trains go 
through this area at least once per hour with at least two stopped on the 
tracks for a significant time during the day.  Diversion to Chamberlayne will 
create additional hazards. 

• Has the potential for additional disruption due to high speed rail been 
taken into consideration? 

• More motor vehicles will take Chamberlayne Avenue as an alternative to 

Brook Road, adding to congestion on that road.  How will this be taken into 

account? 

• Brook Road is an alternate route for traffic that detours off I-95 due to 
accidents.  There is likewise increased traffic on the 4th of July, Marathon 
weekends, Labor Day and Race Week.  What will happen now with 
additional congestion on these frequent occasions? 

• Traffic during Virginia Union University events is already heavy, with 
parking a serious issue during student move-in, football and basketball 
games, concerts and graduation.  Has the impact on the neighborhood and 
VUU during these times been considered? 

• Many cyclists do not obey traffic rules.  Will they be required to stop at red 
lights or ride exclusively in the bike lanes? 



• How can residents safely exit their driveways due to increased traffic 
congestion and the need to back into the bike lane, parking lane and motor 
vehicle lane?  It is impractical to park on side streets or alleys since the 
sidewalks are tripping hazards and alleys are poorly maintained.  What can 
be done to accommodate those who want to access their homes from the 
rear when they do not feel safe stepping out of their car into traffic on the 
main road? 

• Brook Road is dangerous now because the truck prohibitions and speed 
limits are not enforced.  Sometimes trucks get lost and must traverse 
Brook.  How can they safely maneuver with only one motor vehicle lane?   

• The existing bike lanes on Brookland Parkway are unsafe; the width of the 

lanes and poor markings are significant problems.  Won’t bike lanes on 

Brook magnify these problems? 

• When the four travel lanes at major intersections narrow to two lanes, who 
has the right-of-way?  How many feet before the traffic signal will the road 
return to four lanes, and how many feet past the intersection will it narrow 
back to two lanes?  How will these lanes be marked?  There are already 
backups at these signals.  Won’t these get even worse?  

• The turn lanes in front of major intersections will be too short; currently 

there is room for about 3 cars per intersection, then traffic backs up into 

the through travel lanes.  Won’t these backups get worse? 

• How will the GRTC bus stops on Brook Road be accessed?    

• Have other bike lane alternatives to Brook Road been considered?  For 
example, Hermitage to Leigh or Broad?  Or Seminary Avenue?  Or 
Richmond Henrico Turnpike to Downtown? 


